The popular approaches to recommendation and ad-hoc retrieval tasks are largely distinct in the literature. In this work, we argue that many recommendation problems can also be cast as ad-hoc retrieval tasks. To demonstrate this, we build a solution for the Rec-Sys 2018 Spotify challenge by combining standard ad-hoc retrieval models and using popular retrieval tools sets. We draw a parallel between the playlist continuation task and the task of finding good expansion terms for queries in ad-hoc retrieval, and show that standard pseudo-relevance feedback can be effective as a collaborative filtering approach. We also use ad-hoc retrieval for content-based recommendation by treating the input playlist title as a query and associating all candidate tracks with meta-descriptions extracted from the background data. The recommendations from these two approaches are further supplemented by a nearest neighbor search based on track embeddings learned by a popular neural model. Our final ranked list of recommendations is produced by a learning to rank model. Our proposed solution using ad-hoc retrieval models achieved a competitive performance on the music recommendation task at RecSys 2018 challenge-finishing at rank 7 out of 112 participating teams and at rank 5 out of 31 teams for the main and the creative tracks, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
Recommendation and ad-hoc retrieval are two important information retrieval tasks. Given a list of previously viewed items, a recommender system may suggest new items to the user by considering past interactions between all users and all items (collaborative filtering [2] ), or it may suggest new items that share similar attributes to the already viewed items (content-based filtering [3] )-or it may adopt a hybrid approach. In contrast, in ad-hoc retrieval [26] the user expresses an explicit information need-typically in the form of a short text query-and the retrieval system responds with a ranked list of relevant information resources (e.g., documents or passages) based on the estimated match between the query and the document text. The popular approaches to recommendation and ad-hoc retrieval tasks are largely distinct in the literature, although the two tasks share many similar properties.
The 2018 edition of the RecSys Challenge [4] featured the Spotify automatic playlist continuation task. The goal is to recommend additional tracks for a playlist for which (either or both of) the title and a number of existing tracks are known. A dataset containing one million Spotify playlists 1 is provided. This million playlist dataset (MPD) can be used as background data, as well as for generating training examples and for offline evaluation. Looking through the lens of a typical recommender system, we may approach this task as a collaborative filtering problem considering the playlist-track membership matrix derived from the background data. A track may also be described by its own title, the primary artist name, the parent album name, and even the names of the playlists in which it occurs in the background data. These descriptions can be useful for content-based filtering. However, as the title of the paper suggests, in this work we explore how standard ad-hoc retrieval methods and tools can be useful to solve this recommendation task, using similar signals as collaborative filtering and content-based recommendation models.
We generate a collection of pseudo-documents where each document corresponds to a playlist in the background data. The tracks in the playlist are treated as the terms in the document. We use a standard retrieval system to index these pseudo-documents. An input playlist-for which we should recommend new tracks-is treated as a query with its member tracks as the query terms. Using pseduorelevance feedback (PRF) [9, 10] we generate new expansion tracks for the query and present these as our recommendations for the input playlist. As this approach only considers past track-playlist membership information, we expect this method to recommend tracks similar to the collaborative filtering approach.
The title of the input playlist, if provided, can also be an important relevance signal. For example, if the input playlist title is "running music", then tracks from other playlists titled "running jams" or "running mix" may be good candidates for recommendation. Therefore, we create a second collection where each pseudo-document corresponds to a track in the background data. We concatenate the titles of all the background playlists that contain the track to generate the content for these pseudo-documents. Meta-descriptions about the track-such as, its title, its primary artist name, and its parent album name-can be similarly useful for matching against the input playlist title, and be included as part of the pseudo-documents. We index this second collection and produce additional candidates by considering the input playlist title, if available, as a query to an ad-hoc retrieval system.
Finally, we learn track embeddings using the popular word2vec model [13] and generate additional recommendations by a nearestneighbour search in the learned latent space. The candidates from all three approaches are combined and re-ranked using a Lamb-daMART model [28] . By using only standard IR tools and methods, we built a solution that is competitive with other top performing submissions at the RecSys 2018 Spotify Challenge.
THE RECSYS 2018 CHALLENGE
Spotify-an online music streaming company 2 -co-organized the RecSys 2018 challenge. The goal of this year's challenge was music recommendation-to suggest new tracks for playlist continuation. As part of this challenge, Spotify released a dataset containing one million randomly sampled user generated playlists that are publicly available to any users of the music streaming platform. The dataset includes playlists that were created between January 1, 2010 and November 1, 2017 by users who are at least 13 years old and resident in the United States. Any private user information is excluded from the dataset, and adult and offensive content scrubbed. Additional constraints placed on the inclusion of any playlist in this dataset include: (i) a minimum number other playlists that should contain the same title, (ii) a minimum of three distinct artists and two distinct albums in the playlist, (iii) at least one follower other than the creator, and (iv) no less than five and no more than 250 tracks in the playlist. The demographic distribution of the users who contributed to the dataset-according to the challenge website 3 -is reproduced in Figure 1 .
The challenge dataset contains ten thousand playlists. For each playlist Φ = ϕ seed ∪ϕ held , a set of tracks ϕ seed = {tr 1 , tr 2 , . . . , tr m } are provided as seed tracks and the remaining tracks ϕ held = {tr 1 , tr 2 , . . . , tr n } have been heldout. Optionally, the title T Φ of the playlist Φ is also provided. The recommendation task involves predicting the heldout tracks in ϕ held given ϕ seed and optionally T Φ . The number of heldout tracks n for each playlist Φ is known and each playlist in the challenge set belongs to one of the following ten categories based on the information provided. (i) the title only, (ii) the title and the first track, (iii) the title and the first five tracks, (iv) the first five tracks only, (v) the title and the first ten tracks, (vi) the first ten tracks only, (vii) the title and the first 25 tracks, (viii) the title and 25 random tracks, (ix) the title and the first 100 tracks, and (x) the title and 100 random tracks. When track information is provided, each track tr is described by: (i) its position in the playlist, (ii) the track name, (iii) the track URI, (iv) the primary artist name, (v) the primary artist URI, (vi) the album name, (vii) the album URI, and (viii) its duration. The challenge set is sampled following the same guidelines as the MPD. For each playlist, the recommender system needs to generate a ranked list of exactly 500 distinct tracks ϕ pred with no overlap with the seed tracks ϕ seed provided as part of the playlist information.
Submissions are accepted under two different tracks-the main track and the creative track. For the creative track, participants are allowed to use external data for making the recommendations. The use of external data, however, is restricted to those that are publicly available to all participants.
Each submission is evaluated based on three different metrics:
(1) R-precision [25] , with partial credit for artist match even if the track is incorrect (2) Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [8] (3) Recommended songs clicks, computed as:
where, r is the highest rank of a relevant track, if any.
The challenge leaderboard ranked each participants based on the Borda Count [5] election strategy over all the three specified metrics. During the submission stage, the leaderboard reflected the ranking based on a fixed 50% random sample of the actual challenge set. However, at the end of the competition the final ranking was computed based on the full set. For more details, we point the readers to the official rules as listed on the challenge website: https://recsys-challenge.spotify.com/rules.
OUR APPROACH
Our proposed solution consists of a candidate generation stage and a re-ranking stage. To recall a diverse set of candidates for ranking, we employ three different candidate generation strategies. Two of these approaches depend on track co-occurrence information, and the other approach models the relationship between tracks and the titles of parent playlists. Two of the approaches are implemented using Indri 4 -a standard ad-hoc retrieval system-while the other employs a nearest neighbor based lookup. We describe all three candidate generation methods and the re-ranking model next.
Candidate generation
Playlist completion as query expansion (QE). In PRF [9, 10] , given a query q of m terms {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m }, first a set of k documents D = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d k } are retrieved and based on these retrieved documents D the query is updated to q ′ . The translation from q to q ′ typically involves addition of new terms from D to the original query q. A new round of retrieval is performed using q ′ and the newly retrieved documents presented to the user.
Let us consider individual tracks as terms and playlists as textlike a document or a query-containing one or more terms. Let us also assume that we have an incomplete playlist ϕ seed which is derived from an original playlist Φ. Let C be the collection of all playlists in the MPD and let C ′ = C ∪ {Φ} be an imaginary collection created by adding Φ to C. Now, say, we want to retrieve Φ from C ′ but we are only provided ϕ seed as a query. We know that we can obtain a smoother estimate of the unigram distribution of terms (or tracks) in Φ-and hence a better retrieval performance on this retrieval task-by first expanding ϕ seed to ϕ exp = ϕ seed ∪ ϕ new , where ϕ new is the set of additional "query terms" identified by performing PRF over the collection C. While we do not, in fact, have C ′ and nor are we interested in retrieving Φ from this imaginary collection, it is interesting to note that PRF over C starting from ϕ seed can help us identify a set of terms (or tracks) that are potentially from Φ but missing in ϕ seed . Estimating ϕ new accurately is similar to our playlist completion task. We note that a similar approach has been previously proposed for collaborative filtering [17, 24] .
Motivated by this, we use Indri to index a collection of all the the playlists in the MPD, where each playlist is a sequence of track identifiers. Given an incomplete playlist ϕ seed , we retrieve a set of k playlists c from the collection and identify good expansion terms (or tracks) using RM1 [1] .
The top candidate tracks ranked by p(tr |θ Φ ) are considered for recommendation. We refer to this candidate generation strategy as QE in the rest of this paper. 4 http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/ Ad-hoc track retrieval using meta descriptions (META). In adhoc retrieval, a document representation may depend on its own content-e.g., title or body text-or external sources of descriptionse.g., anchor text or clicked queries [20, 30] . Similarly, we can describe a track by its own title, the primary artist name, and the parent album name-or by the titles of all the playlists in which it appears. All of these meta information about the track may be useful for our recommendation task. Given an input playlist title T Φ , we can query a collection of pseudo-documents-where each document contains meta descriptions for a track-using a standard retrieval system, such as Indri. The retrieved ranked list of tracks can be considered as candidates for the playlist completion task. Based on this intuition, we generate two collections-one that describes tracks by their parent playlist titles and another that describes a track by its own title, primary artist name, and album name. Separate set of candidates retrieved based on each of these two collections are referred to as META1 and META2, respectively, in the rest of this paper. In our specific implementation, we use BM25 [19] as the retrieval model and each document is generated by concatenation of the constituent text descriptions, similar to Robertson et al. [20] .
Nearest neighbor search using track embeddings (EMB). Instead of comparing the query and the document text in the term space, some ad-hoc retrieval models-e.g., [11, 16, 29] -compute the query and the document representations as a centroid of their term embeddings and estimate their similarity in the latent space. A similar strategy may be useful for the playlist completion task. We experiment with a number of unsupervised approaches to learn the track embeddings that do not require any additional manual annotations.
First, we consider tracks as terms and playlists as documents containing a sequence of tracks. We employ the popular CBOW model from word2vec [13] to learn track embeddings on this pseduodocument collection C. A fixed size window is moved over each playlist and the model is trained by trying to predict the track in the middle of the window correctly given all the other tracks within the same window. This translates to minimizing the following loss,
Where, ì v i is the embedding of the i th track in the playlist ϕ. Similar to Mikolov et al. [14] , our track embeddings are trained with negative sampling instead of the full softmax over the complete track collection.
A playlist representation can be derived from both its member tracks {tr 1 , tr 2 , . . . , tr m , } as well as its title T ϕ . An analogy can be drawn to two collections in two different languages with document aligned across the collections. Vulić and Moens [27] consider a similar scenario in the context of cross-lingual retrieval and propose to learn a shared embedding space for terms from both languages by merging the two versions of each document from respective languages into a single pseudo-document. Motivated by their approach, we generate a collection of playlists where each pseudo-document is constructed by interspersing the member tracks and the playlist title terms. We train a CBOW model on this collection as our second approach to learn track embeddings. The MPD contains four different types of entities-playlists, tracks, artists, and albums. Alternatively, we can view this dataset as a Heterogeneous Information Network (HIN). A HIN is defined as a directed graph G = {V , E} with an entity mapping function ξ : V → A and a edge type mapping function ψ : E → R where each node v ∈ V belongs to one particular entity type ξ (v) ∈ A and each edge e ∈ E belongs to a relationship type ψ (e) ∈ R. The edge weights associated between vertices with the relationship context ψ (c) ∈ R is captured as a preference matrix W c . Finally, a meta-path defines a composite relationship by an ordered sequence of edge types specified in the HIN schema S G = (A, R). A number of previous studies have explored methods to learn node embeddings in homogeneous [7, 18, 22] and heterogeneous [6, 21] graphs. In particular, Dong et al. [6] propose meta-path based random walks in heterogeneous networks to generate neighborhood representations that capture semantic relationships between different types of nodes in the graph followed by training a word2vec model on this neighborhood data to learn node embeddings. We adopt a similar approach based on two different meta-path definitions: artist→track→playlist→artist (ATPA) and track→playlist→track (TPT). In summary, we learn track embeddings based on four different approaches:
• EMB1: CBOW over playlists as documents and tracks as terms • EMB2: CBOW over interspersed member tracks and title terms for a playlist • EMB3: CBOW over the ATPA meta path • EMB4: CBOW over the TPT meta path
After training, we represent an input playlist ϕ seed as the average of its member track embeddings ì v seed . New recommendation candidates are identified by finding tracks that have high cosine similarity with ì v seed . The embedding size is fixed to 200 dimensions for all four approaches and the window size for word2vec at 20 for EMB1 and EMB2 and at 5 for EMB3 and EMB4.
Learning to rank
We take the union of all the candidates generated by each of the approaches described in Section 3.1. More precisely, we take the top 1000 candidates from QE, top 500 candidates each from META1 and META2, and top 250 candidates each from EMB1, EMB2, EMB3, and EMB4. We re-rank these candidates using a learning to rank (LTR) [12] model. We choose LambdaMART [28] with 100 trees and 50 leaves per tree as our model. We use the publicly available implementation in RankLib 5 for our experiments. We train the model with a learning rate of 0.1 and optimize for NDCG@10 for our main track submission and for NDCG@500 for our submission to the creative track. The full list of features used by the LTR model is specified in Table 1 .
During the LTR model training, we use 75% of the MPD for candidate generation and feature computation. From the remaining Table 2 : Offline evaluation results for individual candidate sources and the combined LTR model output. For the combined model, we only measured the metrics at rank 500. The combined model achieves the best performance while QE emerges as the best candidate source. Note that for the clicks metric a lower value indicates a better performance.
Recall
RPrec NDCG Clicks Model @10 @250 @500 @1000 @10 @250 @500 @1000 @10 @250 @500 @1000 @500 Table 3 . Our submission based on the framework described in this paper features among the top ten teams out of 112 participants on the main track and among the top five teams out of 31 teams on the creative track. Our submission also ranked among the top five teams based on the clicks metric alone on both tracks. We achieved this competitive performance based on simple applications of standard IR models. Our approach may be improved even further by incorporating more advanced retrieval models, including those based on recent neural and other machine learning based approaches [15] .
RESULTS

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have argued that ad-hoc retrieval models can be useful for recommendation tasks. However, so far we have based our argument solely on retrieval performance. Another important consideration in this debate is the runtime efficiency. Using inverted index and other specialized data structures, typical web scale IR systems can retrieve the relevant results under a second from collections containing more than billions of items [23] . The Recsys 2018 challenge does not consider runtime efficiency. It is likely that our argument for applying ad-hoc retrieval models to recommendation tasks may be strengthened if we consider model response times. Finally, because our main goal in this work was to achieve a competitive performance at this year's RecSys challenge, the current study is focused primarily on empirical results. However, a theoretical comparison of ad-hoc retrieval models and recommender systems may reveal more insights and opportunities in the intersection of these two research communities. We conclude by highlighting this as an important direction for future work in this area.
